
Summer Week 7 English Lesson 3 

Can I write and use ‘3-ed’ sentences? 



Fast Five (answers on the next page):

Correct the following spelling mistakes. 

1) Hannah thort she could see the ocean. 
2) Karen wanted to go to the see. 
3) Donna had dinner becase she wos hungry. 



Fast Five answers:

Correct the following spelling mistakes. 

1) Hannah thought she could see the ocean. 
2) Karen wanted to go to the sea. 
3) Donna had dinner because she was hungry. 



‘3-ed’ sentences
3-ed sentences begin with 3 related adjectives (each end in -ed) separated by 
commas. They make your sentences more exciting. 

Example: 

Frightened, terrified, exhausted, the princess ran for home.
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Here are some more examples that I have made using 
the adjectives in the box. 

Abandoned

Cramped 

Exhausted

Deserted

Tired

Petrified 

Scared 

Cramped, abandoned, exhausted, the 
boy waited for the dawn to break.

 
Scared, tired, deserted, the fox slowly 
ran back home.



Make a sentence using 3 of these adjectives. If you 
need to, use the example ending for the sentence to 
help. 

Intimidated                     Bewildered

Annoyed    Bored 

Determined   Embarrassed 

Excited   Frightened 

Ashamed 

...I cowered in the corner of 
the room.



Example answers
Intimidated, embarrassed, frightened, I cowered in the corner of the room. 

Bored, annoyed, bewildered, I stared at my younger brother poking my toes. 

Any sentence that starts with 3 adjectives that are related in theme is correct. 
Make sure you have separated them with commas. 



How do you feel about your learning? 

If you feel red or yellow, have another look through this powerpoint 
before you start your activity. 

If you feel green or blue, move straight onto the activity!



Your activity 

Red: Use the adjective bank to fill in the start to the sentences, using 
the 3 adjective rule.

Yellow: Use the adjective bank to create 5 of your own sentences, 
using the 3 adjective rule. 

Green: Create 5 of your own sentences, using the 3 adjective rule. Try 
and think of your own adjectives, but if you get stuck look at the 
adjective bank in the yellow challenge. 


